
STAC Workplace Health & Safety Committee meeting notes 
Meeting: January 23, 2017; 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. EST 
 
Next Meeting: Monday March 6, 2017 – 11:30 a.m. EST 
DIAL IN INFO: Toll-free: 1-866-234-0247; Local (Toronto): 416-443-4589 
Conference ID: 612392 
WebEx Address: https://cwta.webex.com/cwta/j.php?MTID=meeb38bfed6e060eaca1219295287e342  
 
Action Items: 
• Committee members to ask and remind all personnel to report any fatigued or failed u-bolts found 

on site (report to carrier rep and/or STAC) 
• Nick to convene team meeting for Lightning Project and Rope Access Project in February 
• Clay and Josh to share any updates they receive on transition period for implementing use of new 

trolleys under CSA Z259.2.4-15 
 
Attendees: 
• Nick Kyonka (STAC) 
• Clay Parchewsky (WesTower) 
• Adam Gale (Vertical Specialties) 
• Brad Jones (Varcon) 
• Brent Hrywkiw (Stantec) 
• Cesar Galvez (Telecon) 
• Cris Bursugiu (Rigarus) 
• Dan Gaudette (Tbaytel) 
• Devin Finnigan (Trylon) 
• Dominique Valdez (eSystem Training) 
• Frederic Guilbeault (CIMA+) 
• Gordon Lyman (eSystem Training) 
• Gregory Gasbarre (Netricom) 

• Hany Danial (Rogers) 
• Iain Harrison (P-Sec) 
• Ian Panagapka (Rigarus) 
• Jeanne Piercey (P-Sec) 
• Joseph Neglia (Rogers) 
• Josh Lange (Trylon) 
• Justin Sousa (Gravisys) 
• Martin Lapointe (Cognibox) 
• Mélanie Barbe (CIMA+) 
• Rick Lee (WireIE) 
• Rob Poppien (Tbaytel) 
• Stephane Boucher (Stantec) 

 
Meeting Notes: 
1. Project Updates 

a. Climber Training Guidelines 
• Have made changes to the Climber 1 chapter draft since our last meeting to incorporate 

several suggestions made during and before the meeting 
• Have also gone back and adjusted a few sections to better reflect the need to cover off fall 

protection training, as highlighted by Justin Sousa 
• The holidays and a busy start to the new year have delayed the start of the project team’s 

work on Climber 2, but we expect those efforts to start in earnest next week 
• Is there anyone else who is interested in getting involved in the Climber 2 chapter of this 

project, either by helping to draft a section or two or by joining the weekly team meetings? 
o Stephane and Adam both express interest in getting involved 

• Nick notes that there are still discussions about whether to combine planned Rescue 2 and 
Rescue 3 chapters into a single chapter 

o Nick to bring to committee for input as necessary 
• Nick notes that we will be writing a general introduction for this document as well, and that 

individuals are invited to email to Nick any requests/suggestions for items to include in this 
chapter  
 

https://cwta.webex.com/cwta/j.php?MTID=meeb38bfed6e060eaca1219295287e342
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b. Municipal Roadway Safety 
• Initial efforts of this project were disappointing, as most of the provinces we reached out to 

said that their provincial guidelines were minimum standards, and that we would not be 
permitted to operate under lower thresholds even if specifically designed to be safe but 
unobtrusive for our industry 

o Project now on hold as the original project lead is away but should be returning 
soon, and we will determine at that time how best to proceed 

o One thing we could do is create a chart that makes it easy to identify and 
understand the requirements in each province, in theory 

• Nick notes that this project will be moving from the Workplace Health & Safety Committee 
to the Road Safety Committee, and there will not be any additional updates on this project 
at this committee 

c. Lightning Safety 
• Nick has not yet heard back from many of the project volunteers after the initial research 

work was assigned 
o Nick has also had a hard time following up on this one, but would suggest that we 

convene another team meeting 
d. Rope Access 
• This project has not yet launched, though Nick and Clay did discuss the idea with NATE and 

they are interested in working together on developing a standard 
o Nick has tried reaching out to someone at Okanagan At Heights who said he had a 

rough outline of what a standard for the tower industry would look like, but he 
hasn’t passed anything along as of yet 
 Nick asks if the team members for this one want to get together to begin 

work on an outline of what a rope access standard for tower industry could 
include? 

• Clay says he would like to hold a call to discuss what workers are 
doing now, among other items 

• Gordon notes that a rope access standard could also be included in 
the next A10.48 standard 

o Says to start the process in the project team and to share 
with him to help coordinate with ANSI/ASSE 
 Gordon says he would like to join project team 
 Nick asks that anyone else who wants to get 

involved in that project to email him to let him 
know 

2. U-Bolt Fatigue Reporting 
• STAC Engineering Committee has project team working on issues relating to U-bolt fatigue and U-

bolt failure 
• Some have indicated that failed U-bolts aren’t always reported when replaced: contractor 

crews will find fatigued or failed u-bolts and will replace them right away without reporting 
them to the site owner 

o STAC is asking contractors to start reporting any and all fatigued/failed u-bolts they 
encounter – either to carriers or to STAC directly 
 This will help project team have a better understanding of the scope of the 

problem 
• Committee member asks how a “failed u-bolt” will be defined 
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• Committee member says anything that looks cracked or broken 
• Committee member notes that all new u-bolts being used should be rolled thread, not cut thread 
• Nick asks those on call whether they believe U-bolt failure is a significant issue that is happening 

frequently 
• Committee member (contractor) says they do not remember seeing any cracked or broken 

u-bolts last year, though did replace some that were rusting out  
o Also replaced some cut-thread u-bolts with rolled-thread u-bolts on jobs when the 

engineers had asked them to do so 
• Committee member (contractor) says there was an incident last year where a contractor 

showed up on site and found a u-bolt had sheered off, leaving the boom at the end of the 
pinwheel hanging 

o Was never told the cause of this incident though 
• Committee member says his company has no reports of failed u-bolts, but has noticed 

fatigue on the members where the u-bolts are causing deformation 
3. New Trolleys 
• Committee member says he brought this issue to STAC’s attention for the meeting today to raise 

awareness: 
• Says he is concerned that new Cougar 3.0 trolleys might change the way people work or the 

way they use the device while descending 
o New trolleys have a pack added between the carabiner and the trolley itself for fall 

arrest purposes 
 Pack is somewhat lengthy and prevents user from holding their body away 

from the rail in order to descend 
 Says instructions require user to manually raise the latch on the pack when 

descending, while maintaining three points of contact 
• Says this means that descending could mean constantly stopping 
• This leads him to concerns that users could try to modify the device 

to avoid this issue 
• Committee member says he appreciates why changes were made after changes to CSA 

Z259.2.4 standard, but would still appreciate more explanation of new trolleys and how they 
are expected to operate 

o Committee member says new design results from changes to CSA standard that 
came into effect on Dec. 1 
 Says there were a few key changes for testing: 

• Shock absorbtion must be included in the system 
o New lanyard on the trolley to meet this requirement 

• Fall-back testing in relation to the trolley became more stringent 
 Changes in requirements resulted in change in design because old design 

did not include any shock absorbtion 
• New trolley has a “shock-absorber pack” 

o Committee member notes that the new trolleys work on all of the existing rails 
• Committee member asks if CSA standard requires the trolley to be operated hands-free 

o Committee member says it does not: there is no mobility clause in new standard 
 New fallback test is stringent, and required changes to the geometry of the 

lever 
• The new trolley has been certified as complying 

o Committee member notes the trolley will not work hands-free 
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 Committee member says easiest way to descend is with one hand on the 
lever; says there is no issue for ascent 

• Clay says he has received the new trolley and put it through field testing with an open mind; 
says he recommends other contractors do likewise 

o Clay says he has video of it being used: says climbing up is zero issue and climbing 
down requires three points of contact and sliding the trolley down 
 Clay says he will share the video with Nick to make available to STAC 

Members 
• Video can be found at: https://youtu.be/drSLvXn84CA 
• Blog post on this issue with a link to the video to be posted on Hot 

Topics blog 
o Says he posted a comment on the STAC Message Board and encourages people to 

post any questions or comments there 
 Notes that he sits on the CSA Z259 committee and will take feedback to the 

committee 
• Committee member asks whether the change to the standards means you have to get all 

new trolleys 
o Committee member notes that the standard is in transition from the old trolley to 

the new one right now 
 Says when the new one comes out, the other is still valid for a period of 

time 
o Committee member says he believes the transition period that ended on Dec. 1 

required manufacturers to conform to new standards by Dec. 1 
 Says it took them almost the entire transition period trying to design a 

product that would confirm 
 Notes that they ceased production of the old trolley on Dec. 1 

o Clay says he will try to confirm the transition requirements with CSA  
 Clay and Josh agree to inform Nick of anything they learn from CSA so he 

can inform the STAC membership 
• Committee member says the initial concern was not with the safety of the trolley, but that it 

gives riggers more grief than the older ones, which will cause them to use it incorrectly 
• Committee member asks whether the length of the absorber could result in a need to 

increase climbing space on a tower 
o Committee member says no: the absorber trails as you climb so it doesn’t require 

additional space 
• Nick asks whether there is any concern that crews could try to reconfigure or modify the 

trolleys 
o Committee member notes it’s possible that all equipment can be reconfigured 

poorly 
 Says the best way to prevent that is through training and through following 

manufacturer’s instructions 
 Nick asks whether there is a role for STAC to encourage companies to 

remind crews not to manipulate the trolleys 
• General agreement 

o STAC to develop product to remind crews about need to not 
modify new trolleys 

https://youtu.be/drSLvXn84CA
http://members.stacouncil.ca/forums/
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• Committee member asks for STAC to touch base with Z259 committee to determine what 
the general rules are regarding grace period for use of new equipment 

• Committee member notes that the CSA Z259.2.4-15 site now says that there is a RAM 
product that has been approved under the new standard 

4. STAC 2017 Sessions 
• Nick says the conference schedule is still be finalized, but should be locked down over the 

next two weeks 
• Says the following sessions will be held at STAC conference that may be of interest to 

committee members 
• Anchorage, Resisting Force & the Human Body 

• Description: Why do fall protection systems seem to be engineered to withstand forces the 
human body can’t handle? How do you assess the suitability of existing structures to anchor 
fall protection systems? What are some common mistakes when calculating required 
clearance? Join industry leading experts for an engaging discussion on working at heights 
hazards – and how to avoid them. 

• Safe Site Access 411 
• Primarily designed for engineers and project managers 
• Description: Whether you are asked to do a bid walk or do work at an unfamiliar job site, 

how do you know the access is safe? Learn useful tips to ensure you and your workers are 
looking at all aspects of a job site to determine safe access and that you are compliant with 
current regulations and best practices. 

• Commercial UAV Regulations 
• Transport Canada to come speak at lunch session to discuss new UAV regulations as well as 

some general UAV safety tips 
• Description: Increasing ease of use and functionality of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has 

led more and more tower companies into the game of drones. But how will expected new 
regulations affect their use? Join STAC and Transport Canada for an informative lunchtime 
session on the expected new regulations and other drone safety tips. 

• Grounding Systems for Towers & Shelters 
• Will be looking at things from an engineering standpoint, but will also consider topics such 

as whether you can go in a shelter during a lightning storm 
• Description: What happens when communications towers are struck by lightning? How can 

an electrical grounding system pose a risk to guy wires and anchors? Is it ever safe to enter a 
tower-site shelter during an electrical storm? Learn the answers to these questions and 
more. 

• Rescue and Fall Protection Compliance & Essentials 
• Description: Do your crews know what to do if a worker falls from a tower? What rescue 

methods are at their disposal? How much time do they have to rescue a fallen worker? When 
was the last time anyone on site completed a rescue simulation? This panel will discuss 
documented rescue plans, including how to design and execute your site-specific plan with 
the appropriate equipment and personnel, and how to make sure your crews know how to 
perform when called into action. 

• Tall Tower Rescue Readiness 
• Description: Your crews are working at the top of an 800’ tower, but your standard rescue 

plan won’t work at that height. How do tall tower rescues differ from regular rescue plans? 
What do you need in a tall tower rescue kit? What options are available if there are two, 
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three, four or five workers on site? And what the heck are the R1, R2 and R3 techniques 
anyways? 

• Smart Guys Pt. 2: Guy Anchor Corrosion 
• Nick notes that STAC will be launching an awareness campaign at STAC 2017 conference to 

remind crews to inspect guy anchors before starting a climb 
• Description: As Canadian guy towers continue to age, guy anchor corrosion becomes an 

increasingly important potential hazard. From surface and dig-to-block inspections to new 
Geotech report recommendations, this session will provide information that crews and 
carriers need to know to protect themselves and their towers from guy anchor corrosion. 

• It’s Not the Sky that’s Falling: Dropped Tool Prevention 
• This session will be offered by 3M and will be similar to a webinar they have also run in the 

past 
• Description: Fall protection for tools is not a new concern; it has been an important topic in 

the industry for some time. However, year after year, dropped objects continue to be one of 
the largest causes of injury – and death – in the workplace. Does your organization have a 
plan to protect your workforce from falling objects? 

• C-45: Supervisor Duties and Consequences 
• Nick notes that we are hoping to book someone from ESDC to speak on former Bill C-45 and 

what it means to supervisors 
o UPDATE: ESDC has agreed to speak on this, but we will also be seeking to book a co-

presenter from the Ministry of Labour in Ontario 
• Description: No session description available yet 

• Nick notes that we will also be holding a face-to-face meeting of the STAC Workplace Health & 
Safety Committee during the day on Tuesday, March 28 in Niagara Falls for those who are attending 
the conference 

• Notes there will also be a dial-in option 
• Nick does not know what time this meeting will be but hopes to know in the next few weeks 

5. Other Business 
• No other business 
 
 


